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Hello
parents
I'M HAYLEY HOBBS
Founder of Griffin Teaching
(in case you want to check my creds)
As an experienced teacher and tutor I have complete
confidence in my strategies and advice. Since setting up
Griffin Teaching I've hand-held 500+ students through the
Kent Test (and been responsible for invigilating 2000+ Kent
Test mock exams). Hand on heart I can say that I have made it
my business to know absolutely everything about this
particular exam (and how to prepare for it successfully).
Make your trips go smoother and smarter with

But before going on,
letfun
meand
reassure
yougears.
that I too have felt
these
cool travel
your pain. I was the usual mix of anxiety and stress when
each of my own three sons took the exam. Never have I
needed to believe in myself more.
The killer techniques set out here will not only raise your
child's score considerably, but save your family time and
anxiety along the way.
Guaranteed.
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Why is a strategic
approach so essential?
Not all 11+ exams are created equal. The label is an umbrella
term, used for any entrance exam taken in Year 6. The Kent
Test 11+ is set by the GL exam board whereas other
authorities have gone to other providers for their tests.
Small differences in content, question-layout and timings
might seem unimportant to us, but children can be thrown by
them. What they really need is a smooth exam day with no
surprises.
The Kent Test 11+ demands a strategic approach like no
other exam. Papers are short, timings are tight - and often
familiar material is flipped on its head.
Successful candidates will:
Fully understand the content and layout
Approach each paper with a can-do attitude
Know how to flip the questions to maximise their score
Have pre-packed stories ready to smash the Writing Task

DOWNLOAD OUR WRITING BOOKLET
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1.

ENSURE YOUR CHILD IS ON
TOP FORM ON THE DAY

Quote from one of this year's parents:
"Even my little worrier has taken on board your message not
to stress about it and has said she’s actually quite excited
about it!"
On-the-day strategy
Follow these easy steps:
Tell your child that you are proud of the them and are
100% sure they have done enough to smash it. They
should feel good about what they DO know, and not
worry about what they don't.
Encourage wild karate-kicks somewhere with a bit of
space. Shake off that tension by being silly.
On the morning of the exam, get them outdoors for a few
minutes, on a trampoline or their bike.
Have a ready prepared playlist of ridiculously upbeat
tunes. Belt them out in the car and sing along. Or
embarrass yourselves singing them together as you walk.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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2.

KNOW YOUR ENEMY

Once you know the detail, knowledge is power...
The more familiar your child is with the layout and style of the
exam, the more they can use that information to their
advantage.
Every exam is different. The Kent Test 11+ comprises of:
English & Maths
Reasoning (3 types)
Writing Task
Familiarise your child with the set-up
Explain the number of questions on each paper, the way each
paper is broken into separate exercises, the number of
questions in each exercise and how long would be sensible to
take on each element.
Remind your child that they control the order they choose to
answer the questions. Longer ones should be done at the end
(read on for specific techniques and details).
At home, talk timings in and
around normal routines.
Always allow 25 minutes
reading at night, or give a fiveminute warning for something
every day. Specific bursts of
time will begin to hold greater
meaning. Controlling the clock
is essential to Kent Test 11+
success.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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3.

READ FOR MEANING (NOT DETAIL)

Even the comprehension needs a strategy

Many children tell me knowingly that they have a time-saving
tip for the comprehension paper. They plan to read the
questions and simply scan the text for the answers. But the
Kent Test 11+ assesses inference and deduction, rather than
simple fact-picking. Don't let your child set themselves up for
failure with this misguided short-cut.
Comprehension strategy
Read the text calmly for maximum meaning.
Avoid underlining. This shifts the focus to fact-picking
and away from reading between the lines for mood and
motivation.
Refer back to the exact part of text referenced, for every
single question, and look above and below. What is (and
isn't) written there will sign-post the correct answer.

DOWNLOAD OUR COMPREHENSIONS

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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FLIP THE ENGLISH
FOR A HIGHER SCORE

Misreading the English Paper
The English paper is bound together with the maths paper
but timed separately with a 'hard stop' between the two. It
comprises of a hugely challenging comprehension and two
further short grammar and spelling exercises.
At first sight the comprehension seems to dominate the
paper. Usually comprising of 2-3 pages of reading followed
by 12-14 questions. Each question has 5 answer options
listed below it - again filling even more space - so the 6question grammar exercises at the back don't appear
particularly important (to the untrained eye).
But those 2 exercises quietly resting at the end of the paper
count for HALF of your child's adjusted English score. To
complete them will only take 6 minutes of the 25 minutes
allowed. Our students like to do them first.
The best way to flip the questions is...
First allow good calm time for the
back 2 exercises. Second, head for
the final 3-5 questions at the bottom
of the comprehension (on word
meanings and parts of speech). Third,
read the text calmly and work
through only the most manageable
questions. And finally if there's time
left over, finish the nasty couple of
fiddly ones (if not, guess them to
maximise potential marks).

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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5.

SPELLING STRATEGY

Why it works
Although different spellings are tested every year, once you
study a number of these exercises together, a series of
themes and standard tricks begin to show themselves. I've
gathered these together in a perfectly matched booklet, linked
below.
There is usually one 'N' option (meaning 'no mistake' in that
particular sentence), yet some years there isn't an 'N' at all. If
your child is sure there are two Ns, they are probably wrong.
But if they randomly cross out one of them they risk losing
both marks. Best advice? Approach the paper honestly and
leave both Ns if a second look doesn't show anything else up.
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A familiar trick to be aware of...
If a sentence has a really tough and
unusual word in it , like
encyclopaedia, then it is probably
correct, and dropped into the line to
make it look scary.
In this case, study the sentence for a
more obvious error (or consider it
might be an 'N' with no mistake).

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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6. PUNCTUATION STRATEGY
Why it works
This exercise tends to worry children. It's interesting to see
how easily thrown they are. Students who can comfortably
write in complex sentences and weave sophisticated
punctuation into their work just cannot spot the errors in this
particular format. They tend to scan rather than read for
meaning, and the errors just don't show themselves that way.
Wading through a set of these together, I've spotted a series
of standard tricks and created a set of 20 of my own for them
to practice on. Parenthesis, double letters and question marks
tend to slip off their radar. Having those front of mind is key.
DOWNLOAD OUR PUNCTUATION EXERCISES

A familiar trick to be aware of...
Look right to the end of the line
before beginning to assess a potential
error in the given sentence.
Students regularly waste time
weighing up an error too soon. If you
look at the full picture first, there may
be something easy, glaring at you.
The final full stop missing on the final
sentence is a classic to look out for.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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7.

HOW TO BREEZE THROUGH
THE 25 MINUTE MATHS PAPER

What's unique about it?
At a glance, the maths looks as you would expect it to. The
first question might be a simple bar chart and the second a
set of negative numbers to pick from. But turn over the first
page to reveal a jumble of slow, tricky, easy and strangely
illustrated problems (these ones really scare children). And
the pace is overwhelming, with only 25 minutes allowed to
finish the lot.
Children generally begin an uneasy plod through consecutive
questions. By the end they have barely reached Question 18
and the time-pressure has played havoc with their accuracy.
Strategy tip
Cherry-pick the best questions first, right to the end of the
paper. Once this is done, dive in and attack as many more
as time allows. Guess the rest for a chance at a lucky mark.
A high score is built question by question. Before marking
the answer box, ask 'What might I have missed?' to pick up
any trips along the way.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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THE BIG PROBLEM WITH
THE VERBAL REASONING PAPER
8. SIDE-STEP
What to look out for...
The verbal reasoning paper is usually set out as a set of four
exercises. Each one has between six and eight questions. And
in amongst these chosen subtopics, they drop in two random
longer problems.
However fantastic your child might be at verbal coding (you
know, those alphabet counting and letter shifting
questions)...coding is ALWAYS slower than simply reading an
individual word and matching it to another.
When coding appears in the paper, our students jump that
set until they have attempted everything else.
Positive outcome
A regular feature of the verbal paper is an exercise where
words are paired together with similar meanings, or
alternatively, opposite meanings. These are really quick to do even when they are challenging - and often appear as the final
exercise on the paper.
What a waste it would be if the coding took that little bit too
long, and your child missed all eight questions.

CLICK FOR MOCK EXAM SESSIONS

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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9.

A KILLER NON-VERBAL/SPATIAL
REASONING SRATEGY

What is the main challenge here?

Because some students find non-verbal and/or spatial
reasoning so frightening, they are invigilated in a different
way from the rest of the papers. Each exercise is timed
separately, with just a few minutes allowed for each type. So
it appears that switching the order to favourites first is
impossible. But wait...
The strategy
As soon as the page is turned and the whole set of
questions laid out in the exam room, our students lean back
and survey the whole exercise. Next, they lean in and do
their favourite question. Then they lean out and repeat.
Time your child chronologically first, then try them with a
similar exercise using this strategy. It shaves minutes off
their timings - when they barely have any of those to start
with.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
10. WHAT
THE MULTI-CHOICE ANSWER SHEETS
What is the risk with these?
Students are given a multi-choice sheet for each of the main
papers. They have to put a horizontal dash in the box (or
boxes) of their choice.
The inherent danger here is that the sheets are simply
scanned, instead of being marked by a human being.
Any pencil that isn't properly rubbed out may count as an
error and void a correct answer. Any maths calculations, or
doodles, that touch an answer box might also do the same.

CLICK FOR MOCK EXAM SESSIONS

How to avert disaster...
Telling children isn't enough. If you
notice your child is putting ticks or
splodges in the boxes, or calculating
around the edges then do step in.
In the end practice will fix this. Don't
presume anything until you've seen a
change in behaviour.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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Let me help your
child smash the
Kent Test 11+
Here's how I can help:
Drop your child into our weekly club programme where one
of our lovely tutors will hand-hold them through the content.
Download one of our comprehension packs, created and
designed to develop the skill of inference.
Download this set of 20 Kent Test 11+ Spelling Exercises with both mixed and themed exercises to enable them to spot
the standard tricks and trips.
Download this set of 20 Kent Test 11+ Punctuation Exercises
- with both mixed and themed exercises to enable them to
spot the standard tricks and trips.
Join our mailing list - just one email will be sent when the
Kent Test 11+ mock timetable launches in mid-January. Every
exam matches the real thing perfectly and the feedback is
detailed, considered and fully supported. Zoom classes are
available for those who live outside West Kent.
Spend a productive couple of half-hour slots preparing in
advance for the Writing Paper. Here's all you need to ensure
a high-scoring performance on the day.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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LOOKING FOR MORE
KENT TEST 11+ INFO?
Our website is packed with information and advice. Click the
button below and have good rummage in your own time...

CLICK HERE
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KENT TEST 11+ EXPERTISE

